Classification of glioblastoma multiforme in adults by molecular genetics.
Recent advances in cytogenetic and molecular methodologies have elucidated certain principal characteristics of oncogenesis in glioblastoma multiforme. The earliest clues implicate gene sequence alterations, such as gene amplification and numerical gain or loss of function in specific chromosomes. Genetic classification and expression patterns have thus been constructed, conferring the likelihood of two types of glioblastoma, primary (de novo) as opposed to secondary (evolving from a pre-existing low-grade glioma). The former group of tumors exhibits more frequent occurrences of EGFR gene amplification, whereas the latter group relies strongly on TP53 gene inactivation. Many other tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes have been discovered. Most gene alterations induce cell cycle dysfunction on a complex molecular level. Further insight into tumor genesis by means of genomic assays may aid in predicting the clinical behavior of glioblastoma and in providing individualized potential targets for therapeutic agents.